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Introduction: The Design Debate in Practice and Education 
 
Designers are in the spotlight. There has been an acceleration of design endorsement by 
companies and consumers over the last two decades. Design is now more pervasive and at the 
forefront of modern consumerism. Many designers are reappraising their roles and wish to make 
a more profound contribution to a larger range of discussion embracing consumer, market, and 
global issues. Individual experience in business life can enhance designers’ frame of reference, 
but it is designers’ basic education that will continue to determine how well equipped they are to 
enter debate on current key topics. 
 
There is an expanded new world opening up for designers to enlarge their range of activity. 
Whether designers choose to take up new roles or not, the expectations of their position in 
business life has become significantly heightened. Their opinions and advice are going to be 
required more than ever before. Design consultancies are already rising to this challenge by 
broadening their horizons, enlarging their frame of reference and by ensuring their message gets 
across in corporate life. Designers with a view to the future are developing processes to 
humanize innovation and creative problem solving by working with colleagues from anthropology, 
sociology, engineering, business management, and forecasting research. We need to ask how 
many of these trends are reflected back into the education of young designers.  
 
As a result of these shifts, new design roles have been created both in consultancies and more 
especially, in design teams within client companies. My original aim, in the late 1980s, was to 
create ‘new design professionals,’ design-based graduates who could work alongside their 
management counterparts at senior levels in organizations. This has now become a reality. From 
the master’s programs I initiated at the Royal College of Art and Brunel University, graduates are 
working in organizations such as Nokia, Procter and Gamble, Eurostar, British Airports Authority, 
and the Design Council. Today, design skills are a major factor in turning corporate knowledge 
and technology into concrete practical solutions. 
 
There is a small but increasing number of new experimental design programs being established 
internationally. These are taking place at institutions including the Institute of Design at IIT, 
Glasgow College of Art and Design, Zollverein School of Management and Design, Cologne 
International School of Design, the Design School at Stanford, Rotman School of Management, 
and Unitech, New Zealand. Generally speaking, each of these initiatives seeks to broaden 
traditional design education. Some are noticeably issue-based, particularly in the areas of 
sustainability and the environment. A remarkable number of students in key international design 
colleges are now tackling projects related to sustainability and ecological issues. The spring 2005 
edition of Innovation highlighted several excellent academic examples in the USA. In the UK 
Brunel University Design Degree show last year, 60 out of 90 industrial design student projects 
were product solutions to resolve ecological problems.  
 
At the same time, both client companies and design practitioners searching for new staff expect 
design graduates to have a higher level of all round knowledge in order to operate successfully in 
today’s world. At one time it was thought that new graduates could learn ‘on the job’, now, with a 
rapid pace of change and increased competition, design graduates are expected to be well 
prepared before they start work. There will be an increased market for design in environmental 
issues and corporate social responsibility. How well is design education managing to include 



these developments in curricula when many consultancies are still debating a departure from 
traditional directions?  
  
Resistance to Change  
 
In “The Culture of Design” (Julier, 2000) the author interviewed many designers who were asked 
how they viewed the integration of the different domains of design with branding, marketing, 
management, and distribution and whether they wanted to retain a seamless coherence 
throughout a product’s lifecycle. The majority of respondents considered this unviable and also, 
most did not see it as desirable. The findings here appear to demonstrate many design 
professionals’ unwillingness to sanction new activity that would remove them from their traditional 
pathways.  
 
In today’s complex world conditions, where economic, social, and political aspects are changing 
rapidly, designers will need to make up their minds where they want to be, and how they want to 
work. Designers will have to put the whole of their intellectual life, not just their discipline training, 
into the deliberation. Zuboff and Maxmin (2002) maintain that people can’t leave their whole 
personalities at the door when they go in to work as professionals or for a particular task. Sohrab 
Vossoughi of Ziba Design believes that a knowledge-based approach to product development 
elevates the value of design and designers. He maintains that design firms that understand the 
contributions of research and design planning to strategic thinking will be valued. “Consultancies 
have to move up the food chain to change.” (Gornick, 2005) 
 
Despite advances in experimental design education, there still appear to be signs of resistance. 
In the new and very comprehensive Design Council survey (2005) on the state of the design 
industry in the UK, respondents were asked “Are business skills important in design education?” 
The answer: 93% of designers think that business skills are either essential or useful in the 
design curriculum; 54% of design colleges think that business skills are either essential or useful 
in the design curriculum. This is an extraordinary mismatch. The findings appear to indicate that 
there is an alarming lack of communication between design professionals and design educators. 
In this respect, IDSA stands out as making a noble effort to bring the two sides together in their 
annual conferences 
  
Overcoming Resistance 
 
Differing opinions related to the environment, climate change, the social responsibility of 
business, and new markets will continue to be aired for many years. Designers owe it to 
themselves and their clients to know more about these debates.  
 
Consider G. K. van Patter’s interview in NextD with Larry Keeley (2004): Keeley said: “If you look 
at the centre of gravity of design practice and compare it to the average pace of change in the 
world, design seems to be losing steam. Certainly we are not advancing our field anywhere near 
the pace of medicine, computing, entertainment, or sciences research. The essential challenge 
here is to rethink what we ought to do and with whom. The times we inhabit are ambiguous, 
complex, and volatile. Designers must make active choices; otherwise unpleasant options will be 
forced upon them. So many parts of human life need to be humanised, reinvented, made more 
gracious, involving and understandable. Corporations can’t and won’t do this in the best ways 
without being led by people with an acute design sensibility” 
 
Broadening the Curriculum 
 
There are many ideas circulating about just how design education should change. There is much 
wringing of hands and earnest discussion. True, it’s difficult to transform a very structured 
discipline-specific culture, now bound on many sides by complex funding arrangements, 
evaluation criteria, assessment requirements, and increased research demands. But why is it 
more ponderous for design than other institutions going through similar metamorphoses? We 
should applaud the efforts of those design educators who introduce new, relevant programmes. 



But these are brave and random initiatives and not recognized or emulated to the extent that they 
should be.  
 
Why should we be concerned about this? Because when many design graduates leave college 
they still to this day appear to be insufficiently equipped to deal with the real world. At Brunel, we 
always maintained that the development of our postgraduate program had long-term implications 
for future undergraduate design education. This study examines educational content and 
techniques of the original master’s in design strategy and innovation and suggests that the 
material has broader relevance.  
 
The main planning objective of the master’s program at both the Royal College of Art and Brunel 
University in the UK was to place design-based graduates in management roles in client 
companies. We wanted to create boundary-crossers—people who could make connections 
between conventional professional practices and the opportunities provided by information 
technology, new modes of manufacture, and new paradigms of management. Our educational 
rationale was not to make designers reject their core skills but, rather, to make them contextualize 
their professional work and give it a new sense of purpose. 
 
The idea behind the RCA and Brunel master’s programs was to create industry-based research 
projects that would be formalized and recorded to ensure that there would be benefits for both 
companies and students (Gornick, 2002). To achieve this we worked closely with over 40 
companies. We were totally transparent about the program’s aims. Students understood that they 
would be learning new languages in order to engage in a totally different quality of dialogue. Our 
focus of attention in creating these graduate programs was the creation of new professionals, 
with the added objective of effecting some change in the paradigm of undergraduate design 
teaching. 
 
It was the initial formalisation of industry-related teaching in graduate programs and now current 
continual professional training programs in industry that has confirmed to me, the importance of 
this type of contextual knowledge input at a much earlier stage in a designer’s training. Clients’ 
expectations of designers’ knowledge is high. If students are not made aware of these 
expectations, they will be at a disadvantage later. Without an early experience, designers’ 
confidence of their eventual role in public life is diminished. Armed with this background they 
have the ability to reach out continually for contextual knowledge and the skills and confidence to 
enter debate with the other disciplines such as marketing and operations with whom they will be 
working. 
 
At what stage of their educational development should the teaching of contextual issues be 
introduced? There are those who maintain that students at undergraduate level have their hands 
full just understanding the range of creativity and their own particular struggles with it, and that 
contextual issues can be introduced at a later stage or maybe at postgraduate level. Design 
students must be given the information and tools at an early stage in their program in order to 
absorb the knowledge effectively and to ensure that their confidence grows with practice. 
 
Contextual Studies  
 
It is understood that most international industrial design programs will have some teaching of 
design studies, design history, or contextual studies as part of the curriculum. Certainly in the UK, 
almost all product design programs have some input of this kind, but with considerable diversity in 
content and teaching methods in each institution. Some industrial design programs will also 
include business studies, mostly related to professional practice, although the recent UK study 
referenced previously indicates some resistance. Contextual studies, as referred to in this paper, 
emphasize the facilitation of students’ enhanced understanding of current key issues related to 
design and includes both historical and business issues. The subject is considered holistically in 
an effort to provide students with an understanding of four main areas: multidisciplinary design, 
interdisciplinary team-working, corporate and organizational issues, and global issues 
 



1. Understanding the relationship of students’ own selected discipline with other design 
disciplines is of primary importance. Industrial designers benefit from making connections to 
graphic design, engineering, architecture, and interior design. Being aware of the value of 
creditable research in all design areas to support arguments will help students by developing 
personal skills in the areas of problem definition, analysis and communication of ideas 
 
At one time, it was thought that design graduates could acquire extra skills in their first 
employment. Now employers in the design sector are expecting them to know much more than 
they do. Students need to be better prepared to work in the current business climate. Once they 
leave college, they will be representing ‘design’ to the nondesigners they deal with outside their 
own world. That’s ‘meta-design’, not simply the discipline – graphic, product, interior, and fashion 
– in which they’ve been trained.  
 
2. Designers increasingly acknowledge the value of collaborative team working and 
interdisciplinary decision-making activities. Students need to learn that they will most likely be 
working in teams with nondesign personnel and because of this, the need for interpersonal skills 
is paramount. 
 
Design education traditionally has focused on the individual student’s approach to problem 
solving, with an emphasis on the designer as ‘star.’ Stars will continue to emerge, but the majority 
of design activity is carried out in teams due to the complexity of modern projects. Designers’ 
acknowledge the need for specialist collaboration with their closest professionals in disciplines 
such as ethnography, sociology, marketing, and management. Students will be better prepared 
for their working careers if they understand this dimension. 
 
3. Students should become familiar with the changes taking place in all industrial and commercial 
organisations and the accelerating application of design, creativity, and innovation systems within 
the corporate environment. Benchmarking case study companies in business and industry with 
recognised and longstanding creative and innovative cultures is essential. As a result of this 
input, students will begin to understand the new strategies and roles that design consultants and 
in-house designers have adopted.  
 
The acceptance of design thinking and ideas in corporate policy is now widespread and this has a 
profound effect on future design activity. The shift from manufacturing to service industries as a 
result of increasing emphasis on consumers is significant. Understanding the characteristics of an 
innovative organisation is valuable for introducing techniques of knowledge exchange between 
the individual, the team, and the organization as a whole.  
 
Design students must be made aware of the enhanced responsibilities for designers in their 
working world. Where there were once defined pathways for design graduates such as joining a 
consultancy, working in-house, or setting up their own practice, there is now a spectrum of new 
design roles. The work that designers now undertake very often overlaps with their management 
counterparts. Design projects are increasingly concerned less with artifacts and more with 
services and systems. Design students are generally given varying degrees of career advice 
before they leave college. They should now be made aware of the range of design roles that exist 
in order to make positive choices about the directions they wish to follow. 
 
 4. Understanding global business, social, and economic issues today and their impact on design 
and innovation effectiveness within industrial and commercial organisations will help students 
build their knowledge of the relationship of world events to design activity.  
 
The value of design history case studies up to the 1980s or 1990s is not questioned but the 
economic and social basis for those cases has changed and continues to change enormously. It 
is essential that design students make connections with what is going on in the world today and 
their own work. Awareness of the development of design in international business and industry, 
including past, present and future aspects is valuable in order to highlight key issues for 
designers in current business and economic climate. Students must be made aware of current 



global conditions that affect the corporate world and the design community alike such as 
advances in technology that have transformed products where design is increasingly concerned 
with intangible aspects. 
 
An Understanding of Contexts 
 
John Thackara (2005) maintains that we need to develop a combination of factual, process, and 
cultural knowledge in order to manage well in today’s complex world. Psychologists agree that 
human beings learn largely through context. As designers, we mainly tend to look philosophically 
through a microscope. We seek elements in the whole that can be improved and emphasize the 
enhancement of detail.  
 
At the same time, we also need to look through the telescope to find the largest context for our 
work. The architect Eliel Saarinen (the father of Eero) said that designers should always design 
an object by considering it in its next largest context. All elements of the design process trajectory 
are connected and significant. For the designer, the object or project can become an icon. In our 
award systems, the product is ultimately judged as an icon after all. And yet this holistic view is a 
major element in any designer’s knowledge. To develop skills for communicating with 
nondesigners, the student must be able to describe a broader picture. These aspects are 
precisely those that the nondesign world will expect them to discuss knowledgably not simply 
intuitively.  
 
Students should be made aware that these contextual studies are designed to prepare them for 
working life when they leave college. These are global issues related to design that require well- 
researched foundations to underpin future discussions, meetings and arguments. Design is the 
newcomer in corporate life. It is our responsibility to explain who we are and why and how we do 
what we do.  
 
An Understanding of Expectations 
 
In many seminar sessions with design students or groups of in-house designers, the discussion 
very often comes round to the popularity of design these days and sound bites that are used 
continuously in our conversations. Three of these words are design, creativity, and innovation. 
The questions we ask in these sessions are how those words are used, what the words signify, 
and how they are defined not only by us, but also by nondesigners. If we go round the table, 
asking for everyone’s opinions, even in design circles, after a great struggle (sometimes with 
humor, sometimes despair), the definitions are all completely different. It is one of the 
enchantments of the design world that we are continually defining and one of the reasons for this 
is that the context of our work is forever being transformed. Design students, however, will need 
considerable input in this area if they are to be armed with more substance than sound bite 
knowledge. Fortunately, there is an increasing amount of literature, books, journals, and research 
papers that provide this information. 
 
Design 
 
In an era where ‘design thinking’ is superseding the design of artifacts, there is much commentary 
on the nature of design activity. It is important that students are exposed to these opinions. Each 
of the three traditional major design disciplines, product design, graphic design, or interior design 
has its own curriculum ramifications, frame of reference, teaching staff, auxiliary technicians, 
studio environment and tools (barring the computer, which is universal) and all are quite different. 
Due to the time required for adequate learning and experience in their chosen field, students may 
have difficulty discovering much about the other two major disciplines. A design program 
emphasising contextual issues would encourage students to step out of the discipline pigeonhole 
and recognize the need to view the interrelationship of all disciplines. Here is a suggested model 
(Gornick, 2002): 
 
Traditional design education    Towards metadesign education



Design discipline pathways    Holistic design 
Individuals      Teams 
Designers and Design     Designers and Context 
Starting from Zero     Value of Real World Cases 
Technical Skills      Analysis and Synthesis 
Design in Theory     Design in Practice 
 
The Power of Creativity 
 
Jane Henry (1991), an authority on creative management, believes that creativity is about the 
quality of originality that leads to new ways of seeing, and novel ideas. There is considerable 
discussion now in the UK about the contribution of the ‘creative industries’ to national GDP. The 
design sector is in the spotlight and many designers are acclaimed for their outstanding skills. We 
tend to categorize people as ‘creatives.’ Design students need to recognize, at an early stage, 
that designers do not have a monopoly on creative skills. All disciplines and professions need to 
produce creative ideas. In order to foster creativity, entire organizations must integrate creative 
processes and establish a suitable environment for their development. John Kao (1998) writes 
that today’s workplace has changed beyond recognition. We “are learning the new truth of 
employment: that everyone today is his or her own entrepreneur and that the primary 
qualifications for this new role are imagination, inspiration, ingenuity, and initiative – in a word, 
creativity” 
 
Design students need to understand the relationship of their own creativity to that of other 
individual members of a team and in turn, their own and the team’s value to the organization as a 
whole. They need to be aware of differing theories of creativity, views on creativity, and barriers to 
creative thinking. 
 
The Innovation Imperative 
 
An understanding of the drivers of change and the need for innovation in companies is essential 
knowledge for students. An awareness of typical structures and strategies of innovative 
organizations, characteristics of the innovative process as well as a number of views on 
innovation will enable students to understand the connections between design and innovation 
and client company needs. Larry Keeley (1998), president of the Chicago-based Doblin Group, 
has argued that average designers lack skills to describe basic kinds of innovation or how much 
difference they might make once achieved. Understanding the differences between scale 
improvements to known product shortcomings against a new product within a category and 
further, against inventing a new product category is not seen as part of a designer's recognized 
knowledge base and more to the point, not seen as part of a designer's range of responsibility. 
Enterprises expect innovation from designers without being overly explicit about their concerns 
and requirements. Innovation methods need to be systematically understood by all involved in the 
process.  
 
Read All about It 
 
The method that I have found most effective in teaching contextual studies to postgraduate 
students, and indeed in-house teams of designers, is basic and effective. It is concerned with 
sharing knowledge. As Kleiner and Roth (1998) write, “As in the old practice of community 
storytelling, people re-experience an event together and learn its meaning collectively”  
The exercise asks each student, or teams of two students, to analyze political, economic, and 
company news in daily newspaper broadsheets and select a story or stories related to design. 
At the start there is general disbelief that a design story can be found on the financial pages and 
then gradually the stories are found.  
 
It was originally envisaged that one great advantage of the use of the Internet and the mobile 
phone would be for education. Finding facts on the computer screen is now totally universal.  



But the best learning still occurs when people interact, talk to each other and share challenges. 
This kind of learning is all encompassing, a natural process and above all, social. There is also 
value in simply holding a newspaper in the hand and commenting on the design or redesign of 
the format. 
 
This exercise has the advantage of students all reading from the same text and finding different 
stories related to design, working as individuals or teams, and establishing an overall team 
dynamic as a result. They have to present their findings quickly and by doing so respond in kind 
to situations they may find them selves in when working in the business world. This challenge to 
produce new thought quickly and articulately increases their capacity to learn, helps them relate 
better to topics they may already be familiar with, enhances their curiosity to a printed page which 
may have never before have held their interest. The exercise helps to make them curious, and 
begin to make those much-needed connections to the outside world. 
 
Conclusion 
 
There is some concern that if long-term solutions for the general enhancement of design 
education are not found speedily, in due course the whole profession will be disadvantaged. With 
designers’ influence now at its highest point, design students must be able to grasp an enhanced 
view of their future range of responsibility. They will be expected to make a serious contribution to 
a larger range of discussion. Students need to become familiar with the growing body of research 
that is fast developing not only in many international institutions but especially in their own design 
schools. It is no longer sensible to carry out a project without considering and discussing its wider 
context. 
 
There are many outstanding institutions in design education and yet many students leave college 
insufficiently prepared for an increasing range of potential career activities. Contextual studies 
courses enable students to understand much more about their future potential in the working 
world.  
 
Design now covers a wide domain. Design students need to raise their eyes from the Mac and 
begin to make meaningful connections with the turbulent world outside. They will be able to 
achieve this through the acquisition of contextual knowledge. It will mean accepting much more 
responsibility, tackling issues that they might not have thought possible and pushing out some 
boundaries to take in the broader picture. By undertaking this process, both they and their future 
employers will reap significant rewards. 
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